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The agenda...



https://maps.google.com/maps/ms?ie=UTF8&hl=en&t=h&msa=0&msid=100574363331995850370.000495f3c601139ebb21e&ll=31.052934,0&spn=163.748232,181.054688&z=2

A Google view of high energy accelerators
Diamond
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International research centre in construction in Jordan 
developed under the auspices of UNESCO and modelled on CERN 
to enable world-class research by scientists from across the Middle East 
- biology & medical sciences 
- materials & environmental science & physics 
- archaeology 
build bridges between diverse societies 
contribute to a culture of peace through international cooperation in science.   

https://maps.google.com/maps/ms?ie=UTF8&hl=en&t=h&msa=0&msid=100574363331995850370.000495f3c601139ebb21e&ll=31.052934,0&spn=163.748232,181.054688&z=2




Electron Injection, Storage and Synchrotron Radiation Light Generation 
     in the Storage Ring ASTRID. (Credit: Coldvision Studio/ISA) 



Where we are going to go ....

https://www.google.com/maps/views/view/streetview/cern/cern-large-hadron-collider-tunnel/1Sw5-a2UInAAAAQJODm7LA?gl=us&heading=311&pitch=78&fovy=75


CERN accelerator complex overview

26 - 450 GeV/c

450 GeV /c – 7 TeV /c

50 MeV – 1.4 GeV

Chain/sequence of 
accelerators

1.4 GeV – 26 GeV/c



CERN accelerator complex overview

26 - 450 GeV/c

C ~ 6 km

450 GeV/c – 7 TeV/c

C ~ 27 km

50 MeV – 1.4 GeV

C ~ 157 m

Chain/sequence of 
accelerators

1.4 GeV – 26 GeV/c

C ~ 630 m

Questions: 

- why so many accelerators and  
not just the LHC? 

- why rings of increasing 
circumference? 

- why rings and linear accelerators? 

- how particles go from one  
 machine to the other?



Different approaches: fixed target vs collider

ECM = 2
!

Ebeam + mc
2
"

 ECM =
!

2 (Ebeammc2 + m2c4) <<

Fixed target Storage ring/collider

This usually is defined as √s 





All the ingredients are there:  we need high energy particles 
produced by large accelerators to study the matter constituents and 
their interactions laws. This also true for the LHC.  

Small detail... Bohr was not completely right, the “new” elementary 
particles are not elementary but mesons, namely formed by quarks



What’s the future ?

even better 
100 km? 

16 T ⇒ 100 TeV in 100 km 
20 T ⇒ 100 TeV in 800 km 



FCC-hh: 100 TeV pp collider

LHC
27 km, 8.33 T
14 TeV (c.m.)

FCC-hh (alternative)
80 km, 20 T

100 TeV (c.m.)

FCC-hh (baseline)
100 km, 16 T

100 TeV (c.m.)

“HE-LHC”
27 km, 20 T

33 TeV (c.m.)

Geneva

PS

SPS

LHC

L. Bottura
B. Strauss



CERN Circular Colliders + FCC
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from F. Zimmermann



… or back to the future

Images courtesy of the Special Collections Research Center, University of Chicago Library
and Cronin J (ed.) Fermi Remembered (University of Chicago Press, 2004)

By E. Fermi: “Preliminary design...8000 km, 20.000 gauss”  
for 1994

5000 TeV
B=2 T R = 8000 km



Interlude: a brief recall of energy scales
• WARNING: for purists or non-experts: Energy, Masses and Momentum have different units, which 

turn to be the same since c (speed of light) is considered equal to one.

• Energy[GeV], Momentum [GeV/c], Masses [GeV/c²]  
(Remember golden rule, E=mc² has to be true also for units...)

• Just an as a rule of thumb: 0.511 MeV/c2 (electron mass) corresponds to about 9.109 10-31 kg  
 

An Example about energy scales: my cellular phone battery. 

Voltage:  3.7  V  
Height:   4.5 cm 
proton mass ~ 1 GeV  
To accelerate an electron to an energy equivalent to a proton mass:  
 
1 GeV/3.7 eV = 270 270 270 batteries  
270 270 270 batteries * 0.045 m ~ 12 000 000 m  
 

12 000 000 m ~ THE EARTH DIAMETER

Obviously one has to find a smarter way to accelerate particles to high 
energies instead of piling up cellular phone batteries ....  



Why particle accelerators ?
• Why accelerators?: need to produce under controlled conditions HIGH INTENSITY, at a 

CHOSEN ENERGY particle beams of GIVEN PARTICLE SPECIES to do an EXPERIMENT

• An experiment consists of studying the results of colliding particles either onto a fixed target 
or with another particle beam. 

The cosmos accelerates already particles more than the TeV
While I am speaking about 66 109 particles/cm2/s are traversing your 
body, about 105 LHC-equivalent experiment done by cosmic rays
With a space distribution too dispersed for today’s HEP physics! 

Cloud chamber, from YOUTUBE

M. Sapinski 15 

How high energy  
cosmic rays are generated? 

� Ultra-high energies:    1020 eV, LHC: 7·1012 eV 
   (Oh-my-God particle: 50 joules!) 
� Ultra-high energy cosmic rays are  
     produced via Fermi acceleration:  
     magnetic shock wave after supernova                       
     explosion 
 

Not useful for us: 
� large space required, 
� acceleration is isotropic 

LHC 
LHC 



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dkg5-qXJfRU

To accelerate particles, nature can count on exceptional phenomena

Like supernova explosions…

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dkg5-qXJfRU


Walton

Accelerator

Experimental  
Hall



Building Blocks of an accelerator

1) A particle source

2) An accelerating system

3) A series of guiding and storage devices

Everything under vacuum



How to get protons: duoplasmatron source
Protons are produced by the ionization of H2 

plasma enhanced by an electron beam

Back of the source

Hydrogen supply (one lasts for 6 months)

H2 inlet

Plasma chamber

Expansion cup

Electron cathode

Anode

To Linac

Proton exiting from the about 1 mm2 hole have a 
speed of 1.4 % c,   v ≈4000 km/s

The SPACE SHUTTLE goes only up to 8 km/s



Source electrical scheme

INTERMEDIATE ELECTRODE 

magnetic 

ANODE 

-               + 
ARC SUPPLY 

HOT CATHODE 

Heated by AC supply - CW 

L

B

+             - 

Courtesy R. Scrivens 



http://cern60.web.cern.ch/fr/exhibitions/duoplasmatron



Cern Control Center: first LHC day



How to get antiprotons 

p + p p + p + p + pStarting from high energy p
and with a very low efficiency

p

1013 p to have about 107 antiprotons



How an accelerator works ?

Magnetic field confines 
particles  

on a given trajectory 

Electric field  
accelerates particles

Particles of  
different energy  

(speed) behave differently 

F (t) = q
!

E(t) + v(t) ⊗ B(t)
"

Goal: keep enough CHARGED particles 
confined in a well defined volume to 
accelerate them for a sufficiently long time 
(ms - hours) 

How ? Lorentz Force!

An accelerator is formed by a sequence  
(called lattice) of:

a) Magnets → Magnetic Field

b) Accelerating Cavity → Electric Field
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How an accelerator works ? A dipole

Magnetic field confines 
particles  

on a given trajectory 

Particles of  
different energy  

(speed) behave differently 

F (t) = q
!

E(t) + v(t) ⊗ B(t)
"

x

y

FB

v

B
F



S. Gilardoni - INSS2012

Dipoles

B

Force given by the vertical magnetic  
field compensates the centrifugal force  
to keep the particles on the central trajectory,  
i.e. in the center of the beam pipe. 

A fast dipole, able to deflect the beam in few μs is 
called kicker. A kicker is used to extract the beam 
from the machine.
 

CERN-SPS dipoles, in total about 500

v

BInt.

time (s) [21.6 s]



S. Gilardoni - INSS2012
From E. Todesco CERN Summer student lecture

INTERLUDE:
THE TERMINATOR-3 ACCELERATOR

We apply some concepts to the accelerator
shown in Terminator-3 [Columbia Pictures, 2003]

Estimation of the magnetic field

Energy = 5760 GeV
Radius ∼30 m
Field = 5760/0.3/30 ∼ 700 T (a lot !)

Why the magnet is not shielded with iron ?
Assuming a bore of 25 mm radius, inner field
of 700 T, iron saturation at 2 T, one needs
700*25/2=9000 mm=9 m of iron … no space
in their tunnel !
In the LHC, one has a bore of 28 mm radius,
inner field of 8 T, one needs 8*25/2=100 mm
of iron

Is it possible to have 700 T magnets ??
A magnet whose fringe field is not shielded

Energy of the machine (left) and size of the accelerator (right)

No way!



Two dipoles and magnets you should know very well

B
B

Earth Magnetic Field : ~ 0.6 Gauss

Typical SPS dipole field: ~ 20000 Gauss (2 Tesla)



Cyclotron

Invented by Lawrence, got the Noble prize in 1939

Main limitations:  
1) not working for relativistic particles, 
either high energy or electrons
2) B field at large radius not vertical

Particle source located in a vertical B field 
near the center of the ring 

Electrical (E) RF field generated between 
two gaps with a fixed frequency  

Particles spiral while accelerated by E field  
every time they go through the gap 
 

Ep =
1

2

e2

m0

BR2

max

Max energy for protons: 20 MeV
 

www.physics.rutgers.edu/ cyclotron/

B2
E



The first cyclotron and the Berkeley one 

Ernest O. Lawrence in 1930 The first cyclotron with a diameter of 5 inches

E.O. Lawrence’s idea of using voltages oscillating at radio frequency (RF) to 

accelerate charged particles in a circular machine was triggered by Rolf Wideroe’s 

paper that he came across in the Berkeley University library in 1929.

[Ref.]: Photography gallery of Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory,

http://cso.lbl.gov/photo/gallery/

The 184 inch cyclotron built at Univ. of California, Berkeley

llery of Lawrence Berkeley Natio[Ref.]: Photography Ga nal Laboratory,

http://cso.lbl.gov/photo/gallery/



Synchrocyclotron

Synchrocyclotrons have a constant magnetic field with geometry similar to 
the uniform-field cyclotron. The main difference is that the rf frequency is 
varied to maintain particle synchronization into the relativistic regime.

Cyclotrons and Synchrotrons

524

qBo/mi, (14.42)

B(R) (R)mi /q, (15.43)

The AVF cyclotron has fixed magnetic field and rf frequency; it generates a continuous-beam
pulse train. Compensation for relativistic mass increase is accomplished by a magnetic field that
increases with radius. The vertical defocusing of the negative field index is overcome by the
focusing methods described in Section 15.3.
We begin by calculating the radial field variations of the -averaged vertical field necessary for

synchronization. The quantity B(R) is the averaged field around a circle of radius R and Bo is the
field at the center of the machine. Assume that flutter is small, so that particle orbits approximate
circles of radius R, and let B(R) represent the average bending field at R. Near the origin (R = 0),
the AVF cyclotron has the same characteristics as a uniform field cyclotron; therefore, the rf
frequency is

where mi is the rest energy of the ion. Synchronization with the fixed frequency at all radii implies
that

or



Synchrotron (1952, 3 GeV, BNL)
New concept of circular accelerator. The magnetic field of the bending magnet varies with time.  

 As particles accelerate, the B field is increased proportionally.  
The frequency of the accelerating cavity, used to accelerate the particles, has also to change.

Bρ =

p

e
Particle rigidity:

B = B(t) magnetic field from the
        bending magnets

p = p(t) particle momentum varies
       by the RF cavity

e          electric charge

ρ         constant radius of curvature

Bending strength limited by used technology  
to max ~ 1 T for room temperature conductors



Typical LHC Operational cycleOperational cycle
Beam dump

Ramp down/precycle

Injection

Ramp

Squeeze

Collide

Stable beams

Ramp down 35 mins

Injection ~30 mins

Ramp 12 mins

Squeeze 15 mins

Collide 5 mins

Stable beams 0 B 30 hours

Turn around 2 to 3 hours on a good day

19



Two-in-one magnet design

Nb -Ti  
superconducting cable  
in a Cu matrix

The LHC is one ring  
where two accelerators  
are coupled by the  
magnetic elements.



How an accelerator works ?

Magnetic field confines 
particles  

on a given trajectory 

Particles of  
different energy  

(speed) behave differently 

F (t) = q
!

E(t) + v(t) ⊗ B(t)
"

Goal: keep enough particles confined in  
a well defined volume to accelerate them. 

How ? Lorentz Force!
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Synchrotrons: strong focusing machine
Dipoles are interleaved with quadrupoles to focus the beam.  

Quadrupoles act on charged particles as lens for light. By alternating focusing and defocusing lens 
 (Alternating Grandient quadrupoles) the beam dimension is kept small (even few mum2). 

Typical lattice is FODO,  
focusing-drift-defocusing

B field is focusing in one plane 
but defocusing in the other.

QUADRUPOLE

s

s

d

�g g

g �g

u x y ⇤ �(s)

⌃(s)
⇧
u�(s)

uu�

p0

�p ⇥ = �p/p0

u�� + K(s)u =
⇥

⌅
.

•



Example of FODO lattice 

SSS

quadrupole
MQF

sextupole
corrector
(MCS)

decapole
octupole
corrector
(MCDO)

lattice
sextupole

(MS)

lattice
sextupole

(MS)

lattice
sextupole

(MS)

orbit
corrector

special
corrector
(MQS)

special
corrector

(MO)

special
corrector

(MO)

quadrupole
MQD

quadrupole
MQF

main 
dipole 

MB 

orbit
corrector

orbit
corrector

main 
dipole 

MB 

main 
dipole 

MB 

main 
dipole 

MB 

main 
dipole 

MB 

main 
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 LHC Cell - Length about 110 m (schematic layout) 

Vertical / Horizontal plane
(QF / QD)

Quadrupole magnets controlling the
beam size „to keep protons together“
(similar to optical lenses)

Diamond light source - UK

The beam point of view - Those are sextupoles - Six poles



Quadrupoles are also two-in one

At 7 TeV:

Imax = 11850 A   
Field=225 T/m 

Weight = 6.5 Tons
Length =3.1 m 

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300

ROXIE9.0BEMFEM *

05/05/08   19:51MQ yoke LHCMQ_M_00040B collar LHCMQ_C_00040C





Summary: an accelerator that you know very well

From Wikipedia

1. Three Electron guns (for red, green, and blue phosphor dots)
2. Electron beams
3. Focusing coils
4. Deflection coils
5. Anode connection
6. Mask for separating beams for red, green, and blue part of displayed image
7. Phosphor layer with red, green, and blue zones
8. Close-up of the phosphor-coated inner side of the screen



Real beam images
major problems were evident, and the measurement 

technique was demonstrated to work well. 

Table 2: Measured apertures (nominal sigma) in the 

horizontal plane for the beam 1 dump system. The 

measurement error is 1-2 sigma. 

Meas. Phase 

[deg] 

+ve 

Limit   Location 

-ve 

Limit   Location 

0 12.5 Q4 6.5 TCDS 

30 13.5 Q4 6.5 TCDS 

60 13.5 TCDS n/a n/a 

90 7.5 TCDS 13.5 MSDC 

Beam dump diagnostics 

The beam dump diagnostics system is reported in detail 

in [6]. The automatic analysis for MKD and MKB kickers 

produced good results, including the finding of some 

disconnected trigger cables which led to a repair and an 

update in the procedure for maintenance. The analysis of 

BI systems started with beam, which was mainly the 

BTVDD screen. The analysis results and references agree 

well, for example Fig. 6 taken with uncaptured beam, 

which shows that the MSD, MKD and MKB strengths are 

all correct, with the sweep well-centred.  

Figure 6: Comparison between analysed extraction sweep 

(red and blue) and simulated sweep (green) on BTVDD. 

Beam instrumentation 

The dedicated instrumentation for the beam dump 

system worked extremely well, with loss monitors, BTV 

screens and BPMs all available immediately. All data was 

stored and available for analysis in the logging system. 

Loss monitor sensitivity was good enough to allow 

accurate aperture measurements, and the screen profiles 

proved invaluable for the initial steering of the dump lines 

and debugging of the strength problem with the MSD. 

The large BTVDD screen in particular provided a wealth 

of data for the post operation diagnostic checks, Fig. 7. 

Figure 7: Various beam sweeps and sizes on the BTVDD. 

CONCLUSION 

The LHC beam dump system for both rings was 

successfully commissioned with pilot beam, during the 

injection tests and the short period of ring operation in 

2008. The system has so far performed as expected, with 

the few tests performed in the limited time available. 

Only a small subset of the planned measurements could 

be carried out, enough to demonstrate the correct 

functioning of the main components and of the system as 

a whole. The main challenges for 2009-2010 will be 

increasing intensity and energy, abort gap cleaning and 

setting up of protection devices. The tools, techniques and 

teams deployed in 2008 performed well, and only minor 

improvements of diagnostic and analysis tools are needed. 
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AD (Antiproton decelerator)
Lattice quadrupoles Experiments

Electron cooler

pbar injection
Bunch rotation
Stochastic cooling
17 s.

Stochastic cooling
6.6 s.

Electron cooling
16s.

Electron cooling
8 s.
Rebunching
Fast Extraction

RF ON:

Momentum
p[GeV/c]

3.57

2.0

0.3

0.1

12 35 54 71 85 time [s]

Figure 5: Typical machine cycle of Antiproton Decelerator, showing the momentum of p as
a function of time elapsed. The timings and durations of the stochastic and electron cooling
are indicated. Figure from Ref. [2].

�pi and �xi in the momenta and transverse positions of small subgroups of p, relative to the mean
values of all the orbiting p. These signals are used to correct the orbits of the corresponding subgroups
of p, by applying electric pulses to steering electrodes located in the opposite side of the AD. Repeated
corrections cause the beam to converge to an orbit with an emittance 3–4⇡ mmmrad and�p/p ⇠ 0.07%.
The p are then decelerated to p = 2 GeV/c and similarly cooled, iv): electron cooling, the p are
decelerated to another intermediate momentum p = 300 MeV/c, and allowed to merge with a 20-mm-
diameter e� beam of current I ⇠ 3 A in a collinear configuration over a 2-m-long section of the AD. The
e

� and p velocities are matched so that in the center-of-mass frame, the p are bathed in a stationary
e

� cloud of low temperature. Coulomb collisions transfer the ”heat” of the p to the e

�. The p are
finally decelerated to p = 100 MeV/c and electron-cooled to obtain a final emittance of 0.3⇡ mm mrad
and momentum spread �p/p ⇠ 0.01%. At the end of the above 100-s cycle, a 100–200-ns-long beam
containing ⇠ 3⇥ 107 p of energy 5.3 MeV are ejected from AD. Magnetic beamlines transport the p to
one of four experimental zones located inside the AD (Fig. 4).

3.2 Radiofrequency quadrupole decelerator

CERN and the ASACUSA collaboration [32] developed a radiofrequency quadrupole decelerator (RFQD)
which further reduced the 5.3-MeV energy of the p arriving from the AD to even lower energies 10–120
keV needed for atomic physics experiments. As implied by Eq. 10, when particle beams are decelerated
their physical emittance increases until they can be lost by, e.g., hitting the inner walls of the accelera-
tor. To avoid this, the RFQD strongly focuses the beam in the transverse direction during deceleration.
The RFQD consists of four 3.4-m-long rod electrodes arranged in a quadrupole configuration, which
are excited by a quadrupole RF field of f ⇠ 202.5 MHz (Fig. 6). The high field (corresponding to a
voltage on the rod electrodes of ⇠ 170 kV) is achieved by placing the rods in a ladder-shaped cavity
which resonates in the transverse electric quadrupole (TE210) mode. The p injected axially into the
⇠ 1-cm-diam aperture between the rods is thus alternately focused and defocused in the two transverse
planes with a maximum electric field ⇠ 30 MV/m. This ”alternate gradient” focusing provides a net
confining e↵ect, which ensures that the p follows orbits of small diameter that oscillate around the
RFQD axis.

13
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THE LAW: Lioville theorem
Theorem: In the vicinity of a particle, the particle density in phase space is a constant if the 
particle move in an external magnetic field or in a general field which the force do not depend upon 
velocity (ipse dixit...), i.e., the beam is like an incompressible fluid in phase space

Implications: 
a) the emittance is conserved when the beam is transported via a magnetic system 

The ellipse is distorted/streched but the surface is conserved.

b) the emittance is NOT conserved if we accelerate, except if we normalize the emittance
wrt to βγ (relativistic). x’ is reduced by the acceleration.

c) if we want to reduce emittance at constant energy, we have to “cheat”: BEAM COOLING

The area within the contour is proportional to the emittance of the beam.  At constant
energy we express this as the area ε  = ∫ y' dy  in units of π.mm.milliradians. We have shown
the contour at a place where the β  function is at a maximum or minimum and where the major
and minor axes of an upright ellipse are √(εβ )and √(ε/β.)

This emittance is conserved, whatever  magnetic focusing or bending operation we do
on the beam.  This is a consequence of the conservation of transverse momentum or, more
strictly, a consequence of Liouville's theorem which states that:

"In the vicinity of a particle, the particle density in phase space is  constant if the
particles move in an external magnetic field or in a  general field in which the forces do
not depend upon velocity."

Clearly this definition rules out the application of Liouville's theorem to space charge
problems or when particles emit synchrotron light.  However, with these exceptions, it allows
us to be confident that though the beam cross section may take on many shapes around the
accelerator, its phase space area will not change (Fig. 3).  Thus if the beam is at a narrow
waist (a) its divergence will be large. In an F quadrupole (d) where the betatron function is
maximum, its  divergence will be small and a small angular deflection can greatly dilute phase
space.

Fig. 3  The development of a constant emittance beam in phase space at a) a narrow waist, b) a
broad waist or maximum in the beta  function, c) place where the beam is diverging
and d) at a broad maximum at the centre of an F lens.

In regions where the β  function is not at a maximum or minimum the ellipse is tilted
representing a beam that is either diverging or converging. In Fig. 4 we see the ellipse
portrayed in terms of the Twiss parameters.  The equation of the ellipse (often called the
Courant and Snyder invariant) is:

γ s( )y2 + 2α s( )yy'+β s( )y'2 = ε  .

and the invariance of this quantity as we move to different points in the ring is a consequence
of Liouville's theorem.

All of this is true for a beam circulating at constant energy, but we may go further and
apply Liouville's theorem to a proton beam during acceleration.  To do so we must express
emittance in the canonical phase space (q, p). and we must first look carefully at the
coordinates:  displacement, y, and divergence, y', we have been using so far. The canonical
coordinates of relativistic mechanics are:

q = y

p = mẏ
1− v2 c2

= mcγβy

TRANSVERSE BEAM DYNAMICS

3

✏
norm

= ✏
phys

⇤ �
rel
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Electron cooling
“Cold electron beam”

“Hot ion beam”

Hot and large emittance beam

Cold and small emittance beam

Electron cooler  
increases order  
Cold electrons reduce  
the velocity spread  
of hot particles



First part summary

• Dipoles bend charged particles in the accelerator

• Quadrupoles focus particles and define the beam tune

• Sextupoles keep the tune spread (Chromaticity) due to an energy 
spread small

• RF cavities accelerate the beam  

• The emittance is the space occupied by the particles in the xx’ 
plane

• The enveloppe is defined by the quadrupoles via the beta function



Acceleration
• Particles are accelerated by an RF (radio frequency) electric field 

which is confined in cavities. 

• The electric field varies in time as a sinus wave in such a way, that 
at each revolution, the particle comes back at the RF to see the 
acceleration.  



Acceleration I

Courtesy 
L. Rinolfi

F (t) = q
!

E(t) + v(t) ⊗ B(t)
"
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Acceleration again with Lorentz force:

In a well defined part of the accelerator,  
a RF (radio frequency) cavity generates  
an electric field parallel to the velocity  
of a zero divergence particle.  
The cavity itself acts as a resonator.

Obs: The magnetic field associated to the RF wave is negligible (for us).

B. Salvant 
N. Biancacci 

F // E // v



RF systems, LEP, LHC

A typical cavity can provide from few kV/m few MV/m

Example for LEP:

120 cavities (room temperature) at 352 MHz,  
provided over 300 MV circumferential voltage
(! that’s why we do not bend with E fields...)

Then, the new superconducting RF provided 
2000 MV circumferential voltage  
(LEP was 27 km circumference, basically filled by  
RF cavities)

Example for LHC:

485 keV gain per turn
ACCELERATION TAKES TIME

How long is a wave?
fcav= 400 MHz

λ= c / fcav ~ 75 cm  





Electromagnetic field of bunch in a cavity

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t5hnM1gsgfo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t5hnM1gsgfo


Example of RF cavities in the PS

Six 200 MHz in SS6

13 MHz in SS92 40 MHz in SS78 80 MHz in SS13

World Radio Switzerland: 88.4 MHz

10 MHz RF cavity in Straight  
Section (SS) 11 of the PS  
⇒ For the acceleration

Accelerating gap

The dimension of the cavity changes with the RF wave length



Some Haifa radios (From Wikipedia…)



Radio Caroline: 1485/1520 kHz

from wikipedia



Longitudinal focusing, a pendulum ...

• Particles are confined within a range in phase and energy called  
BUCKET and are grouped into bunches by the electric field. 

Bucket

Bunch

One machine turn ~ some (hundred)microseconds

Bunch length: few 100’s- few ns
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↵
c

is fixed by the optics of the machine, therefore there is an energy at which the revolution

frequency doesn’t depend on the momentum: it is called transition energy (�
tr

).

The phase of the RF system is set such as, particles with lower momentum than the

synchronous particle would arrive later at the RF system (below transition) and it will

see a higher electric field, which increases its momentum towards the synchronous par-

ticle momentum. A particle of higher momentum, would arrive later at the RF system,

gaining less energy than the synchronous particle and therefore decreasing its momentum

deviation. This process, illustrated in Fig. 1.5, make the particles oscillate around the

synchronous particle, in a stable bucket (maximum stable phase space area around the

synchronous particle), forming a stable bunch in the (E,�) plane. The contour of the

bucket is called separatrix.

Figure 1.5: Top: the RF voltage waveform with a synchronous particle at �
s

. Bottom:
The particle trajectories in the longitudinal phase space (�, �E

!0
). The maximum stable

area (bucket) is indicated in green color. The separatrix is shown with the dashed red
contour. The particle B performs a synchrotron oscillation inside the bucket, in this case

without acceleration (�
s

= 0) and below transition energy [3].

In Fig. 1.5, the motion of particle B in the longitudinal phase space (�, �E

!0
) is called

the synchrotron motion and can be defined by an angular synchrotron frequency !
s

and



A chain of buckets
Courtesy 
E. Wilson

Number of buckets:

possible positions along the machine circumference where  
there could be a bunch.

In the example: 3 buckets and 2 bunches



From wavelength to meters

PS

SPS

LHC
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Q: Why I want a lot of bunches in the LHC?



Induced field inside a cavity from a bunch passage

D. Trines, Bodrum 2007 

Following bunch “feels” the presence of  
the previous one due to  
induced electromagnetic field 



Impedance: beam coupling with surroundings
• Wake fields = Electromagnetic fields generated by the beam interacting  

with its surroundings (vacuum pipe, etc.) creating

• Energy loss

• Beam instabilities 

• Excessive heating

• For a collective instability to occur, the beam environment must not be a perfectly 
conducting smooth pipe.

• Impedance (Sessler&Vaccaro) = Fourier transform of the wake field.  
The coupling between surrounding element of the machine and  
the beam is described in term of Impedance Z, as the one of an  
equivalent electrical circuit (R, C, L)

© 2011 CST Computer Simulation Technology AG. All rights reserved.

Bunch creating a wake field



First part summary

• Dipoles bend charged particles in the accelerator

• Quadrupoles focus particles and define the beam tune

• Sextupoles keep the tune spread (Chromaticity) due to an energy 
spread small

• RF cavities accelerate the beam  

• The emittance is the space occupied by the particles in the xx’ 
plane

• The enveloppe is defined by the quadrupoles via the beta function



What is the LHC ?

LHC: Large Hadron Collider  

LHC is a collider and synchrotron storage ring:

Large: high energy needs large bending radius due 
to the maximum magnetic field existing technology can produce 
26.7 km circumference

Hadrons:  
p p collision ⇒ a) synchrotron radiation

 b) discovery machine.

Collider: particles are stored in two separated 
rings which are synchrotrons, and accelerated 
from injection energy (450 GeV)  to 7 TeV.  
At 7 TeV the two beams are forced to cross in 
collision points to interact.  
The beams are stored at 7 TeV for few 10 h to produced 
collisions. When the intensity is too low, the two rings are emptied 
and the process of injecting, accelerating, storing and colliding is 
restarted, until one finds the Higgs or supersymmetry... then one 
needs a bottle of Champaign and a nobel  price ...



The LHC run1 timeline 1/2

2008 2009 2010 2011

September 10, 2008
Circulating beams

September 19, 2008 
Incident 

November 20, 2009 
Beams back

August 2008
First Injection tests

November 2010
First Lead ion run March 30, 2010

First collisions at 7 
TeV CM

1380

June 28, 2011
1380 bunches 

December 2011
5.6 fb-1

2012

March 2012
4 TeV

4 TeV

66

July 4,  2012
Higgs Seminar 



2010 2011

November 2010
First Lead ion run March 30, 2010

First collisions at 7 
TeV CM

1380

June 28, 2011
1380 bunches 

December 2011
5.6 fb-1

2012

March 2012
4 TeV

4 TeV

2013

February 21, 2013
Long shutdown 1

January 2013
Protons & Lead

July 4,  2012
Higgs Seminar 

The LHC run1 timeline 2/2



What is the LHC ?

LHC: Large Hadron Collider  

LHC is a collider and synchrotron storage ring:
ILC is a collider but is not a synchrotron storage ring

Large: high energy needs large bending radius due 
to the maximum magnetic field existing technology can produce 
26.7 km circumference

Limited by technology

Given by the physics
This will depend on the mass of 
the particles we want to discover

Radius: limited by cost,
and by the radius of the earth...
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LHC geometry: it is not flat... and it is not round

9 
 

In order to plan the civil engineering, extensive samples of the ground (rock) 
conditions are required in the vicinity of the proposed tunnel and the surface buildings. For 
the LEP/LHC tunnel this analysis resulting in a repositioning of the tunnel, as well as 
inclining the plane of the tunnel (1.4%) so as to follow the approximate plane of the rock (see 
Fig. 8).  This obviated the need for extremely deep vertical pits at the highest points of the 
trajectory of the tunnel. In addition these results reduce the risk as seen by the civil 
engineering contractors and therefore produce lower bids. 

In order to answer some of the more fundamental beam dynamics questions, machine 
studies are often performed on existing accelerator facilities.  

The conceptual design report should identify the most high risk technical components, 
as well as giving a first indication on the possible capital cost, running costs, and electrical 
power consumption. 

 
Fig. 8:  Implantation of the tunnel and the civil engineering numbers (courtesy of J. Osborne)!

Technical)development,)prototyping,)costing)and)proposal)to)build 

Following the conceptual design phase, the detailed technical development begins. This work 
involves first of all refining the technical details of all major systems including civil 
engineering, survey and geodesy, magnets, acceleration system, beam instrumentation, 
vacuum system, cryogenic system, power supplies, injection and extraction systems, 
collimators. By definition this implies expertise in many branches of engineering and 
technology. For the most critical components, demonstrators and prototypes often need to be 
built to confirm and endorse their design and performance. For components which are needed 
in large numbers, engineering industrialization is a key process to reducing the total cost.  
Some issues are specific to accelerator design: 

� the precision of the circumference of the accelerator tunnel; 
� configuration management to allow installation in the confined area of the tunnel; 
� the impact of ionizing radiation on electronic components; 
� and the mechanical properties of materials when subjected to impacts by high energy 

beams. 

At this stage it is of the utmost importance to take into account the multiple 
interdependences of systems on other systems. In addition, due to the fact that a beam will 
only continue to circulate when every single component reacts correctly within very tight 
tolerances. This implies that the mean time between failures must be minimized for the 
systems. Sometimes this implies additional redundancy with concomitant cost increase. 

The quality of the work done at this phase has a crucial impact on the authorisation or 
rejection of the project and the ultimate performance of the machine.   
! )

Tunnel build almost entirely on a geological layer
called “Molasse”, easy to tunnel,  
but reach of water.

Slope is 1.4%

LHC: 8 independent sectors

8 straight sections 

8 arcs 

The Large Hadron Collider

The LHC is a 28km long circular accelerator and collider for
protons and ions. It accelerates protons from 450GeV to 7TeV and
nucleons of lead ions to 2.26TeV.



Different approaches: fixed target vs collider

ECM = 2
!

Ebeam + mc
2
"

 ECM =
!

2 (Ebeammc2 + m2c4) <<

Fixed target Storage ring/collider

This usually is defined as √s 



ISR: first proton-proton collider 

Interaction point 
with crossing angle





The proper particle for the proper scope 
Electrons (and positrons) are (so far) point 

like particles: no internal structure

The energy of the collider, namely two 
times the energy of the beam colliding is 
totally transferred into the collision

Ecoll= Eb1+ Eb2= 2Eb = 200 GeV (LEP)

Protons (and antiprotons) are formed by 
quarks (uud) kept together by gluons

The energy of each beam is carried by the 
proton constituents, and it is not the entire 
proton which collides, but one of his 
constituent 

Ecoll  < 2 Eb (8 TeV)

Pros: the energy can be precisely tuned to 
scan for example, a mass region. 

Precision measurement (LEP)  

Cons: above a certain energy is no more 
possible to use electrons because of too high 
synchrotron radiation 

Pros: with a single energy possible to scan 
different processes at different energies.

Discovery machine (LHC)  

Cons: the energy available for the collision is 
lower than the accelerator energy 



P =
2c × E4

× r0

3ρ2 (m0 × c2)3

Power radiated per particle goes like:       4th power of the energy
                                        (2nd power)-1 of the bending radius  
                                        (4th power) -1 of the particle mass 

particle classical radius

ρ particle bending radius

Synchrotron radiation

Energy lost per turn per particle due to synchrotron radiation:

e- ≈ some  GeV   (LEP)  

p ≈ some      keV    (LHC)

We must protect the LHC coils even if energy per turn is so low

Radiation emitted by charged particles accelerated longitudinally and/or transversally

Power lost per m in dipole: some W
Total radiated power per ring: some kW

Synchrotron radiation

Energy lost per turn per particle due to synchrotron radiation:

e-!  W(MeV) = 8.85 x 10-5 x E4(GeV)/!2(km)           " 2 GeV   (LEP)

p!  W(keV)  = 7.8 x 10-3 x E4(TeV)/!2(km)!             " 6 keV    (LHC)

We must protect the LHC coils even if energy per turn is so low

Radiation emitted by charged particles accelerated longitudinally and/or transversally

P =
2c × E4

× r0

3ρ2 (m0 × c2)3

Power radiated per particle goes like:           4th power of the energy
                                        (2nd power)-1 of the bending radius 
                                        (4th power) of the particle mass

r0 =
q
2

4πε0m0c
2

particle classical radius

! particle bending radius

Power lost per m in dipole: 0.206 W
Total radiated power per ring: 3.6 kW

Courtesy of NSLS, Brookhaven National Laboratory
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Luminosity 

Beam dimension at the IP

L =
N2 · f · nb

4� · ⇥�
x · ⇥�

y

· F

Geometric Reduction factor 
due to crossing angle

Number of particles per bunch  
Nbeam1*Nbeam2=N2

Revolution frequency

⇤�
x,y =

�
��

x,y · ⇥x,y

Number of bunches

F = 1/

⇤

1 +
�

�c⇥z

2 · ⇥�

⇥2

At first look, the smaller the better



Crossing angle

F = 1/

⇤

1 +
�

�c⇥z

2 · ⇥�

⇥2

distance about 100 m

Interaction point

QF QD QF QD QF QD

Experiment

Angle @ IP to avoid that the 2808 bunches  
collides in other places than the IP in the LSS.  
  
~ 30 unwanted collision per crossing

Θc crossing angle 285 μrad

σz
RMS bunch 

length 7.55 cm

σ* RMS beam size
(ATLAS-CMS) 16.7 μm

F L reduc. Factor 0.836



LHC Operational page

L =
N2 · f · nb
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Where we are now ...



The Large Hadron Collider

The LHC is a 28km long circular accelerator and collider for
protons and ions. It accelerates protons from 450GeV to 7TeV and
nucleons of lead ions to 2.26TeV.

LHC geometry: it is not round
LHC: 8 independent sectors

8 straight sections 

8 arcs 



Inner triplet: final focusing 
⇒ how to make the beam small at the IP

IR layout

Apart from the DS the insertions are comprised of the following sections, given in order from the interaction

point:

• A 31 m long superconducting low-β triplet assembly operated at a temperature of 1.9 K and providing a
nominal gradient of 205 T/m.

• A pair of separation / recombination dipoles separated by approximately 88 m. The D1 dipole located
next to the triplet magnets has a single bore and consists of six 3.4 m long conventional warm magnet

modules yielding a nominal field of 1.38 T. The following D2 dipole is a 9.45 m long, double bore,

superconducting dipole magnet operating at a cryogenic temperature of 4.5 K with a nominal field of

3.8 T. The bore separation in the D2 magnet is 188 mm and is thus slightly smaller than the arc bore

separation.

• Four matching quadrupole magnets. The first quadrupole following the separation dipole magnets, Q4, is
a wide-aperture magnet operating at a cryogenic temperature of 4.5 K and yielding a nominal gradient of
160 T/m. The remaining three quadrupole magnets are normal-aperture quadrupole magnets operating at

a cryogenic temperature of 1.9 K with a nominal gradient of 200 T/m.

Fig. 3.7 shows the schematic layout of IR1 and Tab 3.2 summarizes its main hardware parameters.

Figure 3.7: Schematic layout of the right side of IR1

Table 3.2: Magnet parameters in IR1 and IR5.

LSS Optical DS

low-β triplet MS DS arc-cell

Magnet Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 QT11 QT12 QT13

# 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1

Type: XL X XL Y ML M ML M ML TL T

MQ- C

L [m] 6.3 5.5 6.3 3.4 4.8 4.8 3.4 4.8 3.4 4.8 1.15 0.32 0.32

2.4

T [ K] 1.9 4.5 1.9 1.9 1.9

G [T/m] 200/205 160 200 200 110 110

r [mm] 22.2 28.95 27.2 20.6 22.2 22.2 22.2

v17.3 24.05 22.3 15.75 17.3 17.3 17.3

The triplet assembly features two different quadrupole designs: the outer two quadrupole magnets are made

by KEK and require a peak current of 6450 A to reach the nominal gradient of 205 T/m, whereas the inner

quadrupole block consists of two quadrupole magnets made by FNAL and requires a peak current of 10630 A.

The triplet quadrupoles are powered by two nested power converters: one 8 kA power converter powering

distance about 100 m

Interaction point

QF QD QF QD QF QD

Experiment

50 ns bunch spacing
~ 15 m

empty buckets



Triplets before lowering in the tunnel
 

Q1

Q2a

Q3

Q2b

D1



Optics at collision IP5- CMS
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Injection optics and during acceleration IP5- CMS
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LHC beam screen with cooling pipes

Vacuum required to avoid unwanted collision far from the IPs and decrease the Luminosity 
 

Typical vacuum: 10-13 Torr  
There is ~6500 m3 of total pumped volume in the LHC, like pumping down a cathedral.

Beam screen to protect 
Superconducting magnets 
from Synchrotron radiation.

Holes for vacuum pumping 

Atmosphere pressure = 750 Torr
Moon atmospheric pressure = 5 10-13 Torr

Be
am



What is the LHC ?

LHC: Large Hadron Collider  

LHC is a collider and synchrotron storage ring:
ILC is a collider but is not a synchrotron storage ring

Large: high energy needs large bending radius due 
to the maximum magnetic field existing technology can produce 
26.7 km circumference

Hadrons: p p collision ⇒ synchrotron radiation 
and discovery machine.

Collider: particles are stored in two separated 
rings which are synchrotrons, and accelerated 
from injection energy (450 GeV)  to 7 TeV.  
At 7 TeV the two beams are forced to cross in 
collision points to interact.  
The beams are stored at 7 TeV for few 10 h to produce collisions. 
When the intensity is too low, the two rings are emptied and the 
process of injecting, accelerating, storing and colliding is restarted, 
until one finds the higgs or supersymmetry... then one needs a 
bottle of Champaign and a nobel  price ...



Two-in-one magnet design

Nb -Ti  
superconducting cable  
in a Cu matrix

The LHC is one ring  
where two accelerators  
are coupled by the  
magnetic elements.





Force scale (from Wikipedia)





Pressure on conductors ~ 110 MPa

About same pressure 
at the bottom of  
Mariana trench:

11 000 m of water



Average distance between cables  
and beam pipe center





Force scale (from Wikipedia)



The force generated by this

At every meter of that…





Typical LHC Operational cycleOperational cycle
Beam dump

Ramp down/precycle

Injection

Ramp

Squeeze

Collide

Stable beams

Ramp down 35 mins

Injection ~30 mins

Ramp 12 mins

Squeeze 15 mins

Collide 5 mins

Stable beams 0 B 30 hours

Turn around 2 to 3 hours on a good day

19



Quadrupoles are also two-in one

At 7 TeV:

Imax = 11850 A   
Field=225 T/m 

Weight = 6.5 Tons
Length =3.1 m 

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300

ROXIE9.0BEMFEM *

05/05/08   19:51MQ yoke LHCMQ_M_00040B collar LHCMQ_C_00040C



Impact of Earthquakes on LHC (not only)

The impact on LHC of seismic waves depends on amplitude, wavelength (lattice resonances), wave type (longitudinal, 
transverse)

- Impact on beam orbit
- Impact on Luminosity

J. Wenninger



Costa Rica earthquake

❑ By scanning the logging data M. Fitterer found another candidate earthquake 
of magnitude 7.6 that occurred in Costa Rica during fill 3032. 

❑ UTC time of the earthquake : 
➢ 05/09/201214:42:10 

❑ Arrival of the first waves at CERN ~15:06 UTC.

➢ From J. Wenninger
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Costa Rica earthquake – orbit response
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1 hour !
❑ Earthquake visible on the ring radius 

for over 1 hour. 
❑ The first waves (6 km/s) seemed to 

affect the LHC mainly radially – but it 
is also weaker. 

❑ The second type of waves (4 km/s) is 
visible in radial and transverse. 

❑ Radial amplitude is larger than for 
Italy Earthquake, equivalent to 
strongest tides. 

❑ ..

➢ From J. Wenninger



LHC cryogenics will need 40,000 leak-tight pipe junctions.  
12 million litres of liquid nitrogen will be vaporised during  
the initial cooldown of 31,000 tons of material and the total  
inventory of liquid helium will be 700,000 l (about 100 tonnes).

Which coolant ? Liquid superfluid helium 



Why helium ?
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He at 1.8-2 K has a very 
large thermal conductivity 
and very low viscosity 



What happens if I put a hand in front of the beam?



Anatoli Bugorski



Why do we have to protect the machine ?
Total stored beam energy at top energy (7 TeV), nominal beam, 334 MJ (or 120 kg TNT) 
Nominal LHC parameters:  1.15 1011 protons per bunch

          2808       bunches
          0.5 A       beam current

British aircraft carrier: 
HMS Illustrious and Invincible weigh 20,000 tons all-up and fighting which is 2 x 107 kg. 
Or the USS Harry S. Truman (Nimitz-class) - 88,000 tons.   
 
Energy of nominal LHC beam = 334 MJ or 3.34 x 108 J  
 
which corresponds to the aircraft carrier navigating  
at v=5.8 m/s or 11.2 knots  (or around 5.3 knots if you're an American aircraft carrier)

So, what if something goes wrong?

What is needed to intercept particles at large transverse  
amplitude or with the wrong energy to avoid quenching  
a magnet?



Few years ago something went wrong during a test ...

B.Goddard  CERN AB/BT

LHC extraction from the SPS
450 GeV/c, 288 bunches 
Transverse beam size 0.7 mm (1 σ)  
1.15 x 1011 p+ per bunch, for total intensity of 3.3 x 1013 p+
Total beam energy is 2.4 MJ,  lost in extraction test (LHC 334 MJ)

Outside beam pipe

Inside beam pipe



Tevatron accident in 2003 (courtesy of N. Mokhov)

Tungsten collimator. Tmelting = 3400 OC 1.5 m long stainless steel collimator

Accident caused by uncontrolled movement of beam detectors  
(Roman Pots) which caused a secondary particle shower  

 magnet quench → no beam dump → damage on approximatively 550 turns



SPS experiment:  
 
a) 1.5e13 protons, 450 GeV, 0.7*1.2 mm2 (rms)  on CC jaw
 
b) 3e13 protons , 450 GeV,  0.7*1.2 mm2 (rms)  
on CC jaw ⇒ full design CASE 

equivalent to about 1/2 kg of  TNT
                                     from S. Redaelli

Movable collimators, they to be robust

360 MJ proton beam360 MJ proton beam

1.2 m1.2 m

Materials chosen:
Metals where possible  
or C-C fibers 

Robustness required,
listen to 1013 p on a  
C-C Jaw



A. Bertarelli, CERN                                   Joint HiLumi LHC-LARP Annual Meeting, FNAL, US – 11-13 May 
2015
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Inermet 180 0.65 
MJ

HRMT14
Dismounted sample holder (May 
2015)

Molybdenum 
0.65 MJ and

1.3 MJ
Glidcop 

0.65 MJ (twice)
MoCuCD

1.3 MJ
CuCD
1.3 MJ

MoGr 
(3 grades)

1.3 MJ



A. Bertarelli (EN/MME)                                                                  LMC – 19 August 2015

• Impacts on CuCD jaw. 
• 48 b. σ 0.35 mm. Impact depth 0.5 σ

First Results Overview – CuCD
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At 7 TeV, beam really small, 3σ diam. ~ 1. 2 mm

RF contacts for guiding 
image currents

Beam spot 

 2 mm 

Precision required for collimator movements about 25 μm

How$tight?$

R.#Bruce#2012.02.07# 6#

Intermediate settings (2011): 
~3.1 mm gap of  
primary collimator 

Tight settings: 
~2.2 mm gap of  
primary collimator 

Norway 

Iberian 
peninsula 



.



CERN accelerator complex overview

26 - 450 GeV/c

450 GeV /c – 7 TeV /c

50 MeV – 1.4 GeV

Chain/sequence of 
accelerators

1.4 GeV – 26 GeV/c



Few LHC numbers ...

L =
N2 · f · nb

4� · ⇥�
x · ⇥�

y

· F

Luminosity 1 1034 /cm2/s (IP1 IP5)

Particle per bunch 1,15 1011

Bunches 2808

Revolution frequency 11,245 kHz

Crossing rate 40 MHz

Nomalised Emittance 3.75  μm rad

β-function at the collision 
point 0.55 m

RMS beam size @ 7 TeV 
at the IP1-5 16.7 μm

Circulating beam current 0.584 A

Stored energy per beam 362 MJ

F = 1/

⇤

1 +
�

�c⇥z

2 · ⇥�

⇥2

Collisions

Protons per bunch Nb 1.15 · 1011

Number of bunches nb 2808
Bunch distance db 7.5m
Longitudinal RMS beam size ⇥z 7.5 cm
Transverse RMS beam size in the arcs ⇥x 300 µm
Transverse RMS beam size in the IP ⇥x 16 µm
Crossing angle �c 296 µrad



LHC layout and few parameters
Particle type protons  

(heavy ions, Pb82+)

Energy
450 GeV (injection)

7 TeV (collision energy)
2,75 TeV/u (ions collision)

Circumference 26658 m

Revolution frequency 11,245 kHz
1 turn= 89 mus

Number of rings 1 (two-in-one magnet 
design)

Number of 
accelerators 2 (2 independent RF system)

Interaction Points (IP) 
or Collision Points

or Low beta insertions
4 (ATLAS, CMS, ALICE, 

LHCb)

Cleaning insertions 
or collimation 

insertions
2

Beam dump 
extractions 2

RF insertion 1



What can influence an accelerator?
The physics case:  
the Z mass at LEP has been measured with an error of  2 MeV.
Energy of the accelerator has to be know better than 20 ppm.

What can influence the energy of a collider?

Energy measurements obtained by 
during last years of LEP operation 



“Rappel”of strong focusing synchrotron optics
Stable orbit is bent by the main dipoles, centered in the quadrupoles, no field

∆E (t)

E0

= −

1

α

∆C (t)

Cc
 

In LEP α= 1.86 10-4  a small variation the 
circumference induces a large variation in energy

Energy fixed by bending strength and cavity frequency

frev =
v

Cc

=
v

2πρ
=

1

2π
·

qB0

m0γ

A variation of the Circumference C induces 
changes in the energy proportional to α, the 
momentum compaction factor.

fRF = h · frev



Moon tides can change earth geometry
Moon induces a earth deformation similar to water tide.

Total deformation of the LEP about 4 mm
Energy variation of 100 ppm

The 12 h cycle is due to the earth deformation

Continuous line is not a fit of data  
but a prediction of the earth movement

The effect is modulated by the different tide intensities and by the SUN tides



The problem: an accelerator is not in the middle of nothing

Observed variation of the 
bending strength of the LEP 

dipoles during the day 



Influence of train leakage current

LEP beam pipe as ground for leakage current.  
Variation of the dipole field due to the current .
Change in energy following the SNCF train table 



The evidence, TGV to Paris at 16:50 ...



History/Energy line vs discovery
Higgs and super-symmetry ?
Or something else maybe

Obs: you can notice different particle species used in the different colliders
electron-positrons and hadron colliders (either p-p as Tevratron, p-p as LHC)
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Constant increase in energy to 
discover heavier and heavier particles or 
very rare processes
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The proper particle for the proper scope 
Electrons (and positrons) are (so far) point 

like particles: no internal structure

The energy of the collider, namely two 
times the energy of the beam colliding is 
totally transferred into the collision

Ecoll= Eb1+ Eb2= 2Eb = 200 GeV (LEP)

Protons (and antiprotons) are formed by 
quarks (uud) kept together by gluons

The energy of each beam is carried by the 
proton constituents, and it is not the entire 
proton which collides, but one of his 
constituent 

Ecoll (about 2 TeV at LHC) < 2 Eb (14 TeV)

Pros: the energy can be precisely tuned to 
scan for example, a mass region. 

Precision measurement (LEP)  

Cons: above a certain energy is no more 
possible to use electrons because of too high 
synchrotron radiation 

Pros: with a single energy possible to scan 
different processes at different energies.

Discovery machine (LHC)  

Cons: the energy available for the collision is 
lower than the accelerator energy 



The future (personal view, pretty long term...)

• Laser plasma acceleration : few GeVs per meter ....

... that’s not for tomorrow... yet...

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MlNxgmPVF6U

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MlNxgmPVF6U
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... that’s not for tomorrow... yet...
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… back to the future

Images courtesy of the Special Collections Research Center, University of Chicago Library
and Cronin J (ed.) Fermi Remembered (University of Chicago Press, 2004)

By E. Fermi: “Preliminary design...8000 km, 20.000 gauss”  
for 1994

5000 TeV
B=2 T R = 8000 km



Thanks for your attention!!!



Electron clouds

Animation from O. Brüning simulation  
→ 10 subsequent bunch passages 
Color describes the formation of the electron cloud

(Courtesy 
F.Ruggiero)

Electron cloud in the vacuum beam pipe can be created by “avalanche” process :  

1. few primary e−  generated by as photoelectrons, from residual gas ionization, extract by 
Synchrotron radiation 
2. p+ bunches accelerate e− (this depends from the bunch separation, i.e. 25 nsec in the LHC)
3. e− impact on the wall and extract secondary e−

and so on ... and the cloud can generate:
a) heating of the beam pipe ⇒ magnet heating            b) beam instabilities  



Electron clouds issues on beam

(Courtesy G.Rumolo)

1.Bunch passage, electrons accumulated near beam 
centroid 2.If there is offset between head and tail:

→ tail feels transverse electric field created by head

→ tail become unstable3.Particles mix longitudinally 

→ also head can become unstable (above threshold)

From E. Benedetto
Vertical emittance vs. time, for different EC densities @ LHC injection
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ρ = 3 x 1011 m-3

ρ = 3.5 x 1011 m-3

ρ = 4 x 1011 m-3

ρ = 6 x 1011 m-3

ρ = 9 x 1011 
m-3

ρ = 3 x 1012 m-3

Massimo Giovannozzi - CERN 47French-Ukrainian Summer School of Particle Physics

Schematic of the single-

bunch (coherent)

instability induced by an

electron cloud.

How can we cure such

phenomenon?

Beam physics issues: e-cloud

Courtesy G. Courtesy G. RumoloRumolo - CERN - CERN



Definition of beam emittance

⇤�
x,y =

�
��

x,y · ⇥x,y

Beam physical dimension
Optical machine parameter that depends 
on the lattice of the machine, in particular 
on the QUADRUPOLES.  
Beta has to be small at collision at 
the IP

Emittance: Parameter 
which describes the 
spread of the particles in 
the phase space (xx’) or 
(yy’).

u'(s0)

u(s0)

  
β(s0)ε = E(s)

  
ε

  
γ(s0)ε = A(s)

particle with

"amplitude"

particle distribution

 

 particle with 

"amplitude" a

 

 particle with 

"amplitude" b < a

α(s)

a

γ(s)

 

u'(s)

u(s)

–a

α(s)

β(s)
–a

  
β(s)

a 
  
γ (s)

γ(s)
a

β(s)

a

By knowing the setting 
of the quadrupoles 
and the beam 
emittance, one can 
compute the beam 
dimension in the 
entire LHC



Beam extraction, emergency or not...

Q5R

Q4R

Q4L

Q5L

Beam 1

Beam Dump
Block

Septum magnet
deflecting the
extracted beam H-V kicker

for painting
the beam

about 700 m

about 500 m

Fast kicker
magnet

At the end of every “fill”, when too low luminosity, or
when BLM system triggers, both

beams extracted on an external beam dump, in one turn.
Beam dump built to absorbe full power at full energy.

Beam here is few mm2 

Beam here is few cm2



Scheme of one of the beam absorbers

about 8 m

L.Bruno

concrete
shielding

beam absorber
(graphite)



Spot size on the beam dump

450 GeV

7 TeV450 GeV 7 TeV

about 35 cm

To reduce energy deposition peak, proton 
swept by fast kickers to for a spiral on the 
transverse face of the dump.

Beam impact in less than 0.1 ms

Even like this, maximum temperature rise 
about 800 C. 



Scheme of one of the beam absorbers

about 8 m

L.Bruno

concrete
shielding

beam absorber
(graphite)



Basic components of a Neutrino beam

Super Beam: conventional 
MW power neutrino beam#

05/05/2011 M. Dracos 6 

SPL (4-5 GeV, 4 MW) 

Target 

~300 MeV !µ beam to far detector 

decay tunnel 

Accumulator 
ring 

Magnetic 
horn capture 
(collector) 

proton driver 

hadrons !, µ#

p (50 Hz) SPL Super Beam 

p $# !#
Decay tunnel 

proton 
beam 

target 

hadrons 

hadron collector 
(focusing) 

Detector 

physics 

38 Chapter 1: Introduction to the Neutrino Factory

in the car Frejus tunnel, there is the Underground Modan Laboratory, which
after an important enlargement, could host the new 1 Mton water Cerenkov
detector which is required by the Superbeam physics. Table 1.2 summarizes

νµ ν̄µ

Neutrino flux (ν/m2/yr) 4.78 1011 3.33 1011

Neutrino average Energy 0.27 GeV 0.25 GeV
CC events 36698 (2 yrs) 23320 (8 yrs)
Oscillated 1279 774

Table 1.2: Summary of the Superbeam parameters taken from [19]. Event
rate calculated with 4400 kt-y exposure. The oscillated events are calculated
with the same values used in section 1.2.5 but with θ13 = 10◦.

the parameters of the Superbeam.
The experiment is assumed to run for 10 years, two of which for neutrinos and
eight for antineutrinos. This asymmetry in the running time comes from the
fact that the beam of antineutrinos is produced by negative pions, which are
produced less effectively compared to positive pions in the condition chosen
for the experiment (see chapter 2). Moreover the antineutrino interaction,
which at this energy is dominated by quasi elastic scattering, is a factor at
least 2 lower compared to neutrinos.
Under this assumption, figure 1.8 shows the performances of the Superbeam
for the measure of θ13 compared to Nufact.
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Figure 1.30: Superbeam neutrino and antineutrino flux computed at 130
km from the SPL (left) and oscillation probability (right). The oscillation
probability is calculated with the same values used in section 1.2.5 but with
θ13 = 10◦ and for 270 MeV neutrinos.

Quasi-pure νμ
Detector placed at 
the first/second/third 
maximum

Flux at 130 km 



CNGS, conventional neutrino beam
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CNGS looks for ντ appearance in a beam of νμ
The beam is sent from the SPS at 400 GeV/c on the C target. It is “only” a 450 kW beam



CNGS target station
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Target magazine: 1 unit used, 4 in-situ spares 

Highly radioactive area. 

Everything has to be built to be remotely handled

For CNGS, 5 Carbon targets in situ.  
One used, the other
four in case of failure (never happened).



CNGS horn
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What can influence an accelerator?
The physics case:  
the Z mass at LEP has been measured with an error of  2 MeV.
Energy of the accelerator has to be know better than 20 ppm.

What can influence the energy of a collider?

Energy measurements obtained by 
during last years of LEP operation 


